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A Year Inspiring Change
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I started my role as Head of Health and Wellbeing at Hull FC Community Foundation in
September 2021 determined to make a difference to the lives of Hull residents. In
previous roles, I have witnessed the challenges and inequalities affecting certain
population groups following Covid-19, and I truly believed ‘Teaming Up for Health’
could be a catalyst for positive change. Hull FC Community Foundation’s ethos is to
‘Engage’, ‘Educate’, and ‘Inspire’ and I am pleased to be tasked with delivering this
within a health and wellbeing context.
Early on, it was clear that focused interventions that supported children and young
people, women and girls, and older people to lead healthier, more active, and socially
connected lives was required. I have enjoyed having opportunity to listen and hear the
thoughts of residents, understanding how Covid-19 has changed inequalities and how
situations like cost-of-living have exacerbated these further. I am proud that our
participants have got involved with the design of our interventions, ensuring they are
truly needs led and entail activities they want to engage in. A large part of our success is
down to our committed partner organisations who I have enjoyed working with to
shape interventions to ensure they meet gaps in provision or complement existing
offers. ‘Energise Club’, ‘Unite Fitness’, and ‘Our Best Years’ will continue to grow in
future years with their support.
This report reflects on the successes and stores of change achieved over the last
partnership year. I am immensely proud of all our participants and what they have
achieved. With the support of ‘Teaming Up for Health’ investment, I am equally excited
for the upcoming year, where we will deliver new interventions for vulnerable groups
including families living with autism spectrum disorder and children in care. Our
objective for ‘Teaming Up for Health’ remains the same: To use the power of rugby
league to equip every participant with the skills, knowledge, and confidence to lead
healthier, more resilient lives.
Maisie Malton, Head of Health & Wellbeing

Watch the Video
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Who we are:

Our Mission

Our Vision

Outcome

To engage, educate and inspire our
community through the power of
Rugby League.

Every participant
empowered to be their
best self.

Healthy, resilient
communities.
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Priority One:
Tackling Obesity
We recognise the challenge that excess weight and obesity can have on a person’s life
chances. Through ‘Teaming Up for Health’, we have created ‘rugby inspired’ activities that
engage people in bespoke programmes that get them active and improve their
understanding of healthy eating. Across 2021/22 we have:
Supported 1,800 children and young people attending primary schools in the
most deprived communities in Hull to take part in physical fitness and healthy
lifestyle sessions through ‘Compete for Change’.
Launched ‘Energise Club’, a weekly community based fitness initiative that
engages twenty-five children each session in physical activity, nutrition, and
mental resilience activities.
Engaged over 2,000 children and young people in receipt of free school meals
in holiday activities and food programme sessions from facilities across Hull.
Created a weekly programme of inclusive family physical activity sessions from
accessible community venues through the ‘Set Restart’ programme on
Orchard Park.
Worked with local men to create ‘Match Fit’, a new project that supports
physically inactive men to re-engage in intensity appropriate activity with an
aim of supporting better wellbeing.
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Priority Two:
Tackling Mental Health
We know Covid-19 exacerbated mental wellbeing inequality, with certain
groups in the community facing worse outcomes. A key emphasis of our work
over the last year has been on instilling a sense of community in our
participants, creating programmes that empower them to create friendships
outcomes and access support personalised to them. This has included:
Launching ‘Unite Fitness’ from ‘Hubs’ in West and North Hull as a new
initiative focused on empowering women to come together and
participate in activities that support their physical and mental
wellbeing.
Developing a new programme of interventions supporting young
people living in care to access ‘sport inspired’ community wellbeing
opportunities that instils positive aspirations.
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Embedding mental resilience workshops within employability and
skills programmes focused on equipping unemployed adults and
young people with the skills, knowledge, and confidence to progress
in life.
Supporting ‘Andy’s Man Club’ to run weekly support group sessions
free of charge from the Bonus Youth Performance Centre.
Utilising the reach and profile of Hull FC media channels to raise
awareness of campaigns including World Mental Health Day which
aim to de-stigmatise the condition.
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Priority Three:
Tackling Loneliness
Affecting people young and old, the Foundation has welcomed
the opportunity to work with community partners to develop new
approaches throughout the year to support groups affected by
loneliness and social isolation to form new social friendships and
connections through the power of rugby league. Provision has
included:
Scaling the work of the FC Veterans Hub, providing
support services for eighty veterans each week including
a social club and gardening offer through to physical
activity and employability support.
Supporting seventeen young people out of education and
employment to complete qualifications and engage in
paid work opportunities through ‘Kick Start’.
Creating new physical activity opportunities for
vulnerable groups facing exacerbated inequalities
following the pandemic, including people living with a
learning disability.
Accessing funding to support the creation of a new sensory
experience within the Bonus Youth Performance Centre to
include peer support for parents and carers of children
with autism spectrum disorder.
Launching ‘Our Best Years’, a new initiative which uses the
heritage of Hull FC to bring older people together to
engage in activities such as reminiscence, physical activity,
and group quizzes and games.
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Season Review
A look back at how Teaming Up For Health projects
remained accessible to those most in need across
the last year with the support of staff, volunteers
and new partners who collectively came together to
ensure no person was left behind.
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June 2021
FC help ‘Kickstart’ Young Peoples Careers
Hull FC Community Foundation provided a range of responsive social and wellbeing activities
during the pandemic for young people aged 18-24 including virtual physical activity, one to
one mentoring, and social connection calls. During this engagement, a clear challenge was
identified related to fears for the future, with young people reporting being concerned about
the economic impact of Covid-19 which they believed would place them further away from
local jobs. This anxiety was having a clear impact on their physical and mental health, whilst
threatening to worsen loneliness and social isolation rates.
With an understanding of the correlation between unemployment and poor life outcomes,
the Foundation was successful in becoming a local Kickstart placement provider, working with
the local Jobcentre Plus to offer six-months paid work placements to young people as well as
structured support for work readiness skills and healthy lifestyles.
June saw the first Kickstart employees commence their roles at the Foundation as assistant
sport coaches, facility operation assistants, and business administration positions, with others
offered in Hull FC’s retail operation and through local commercial partners. To date, twelve
young people have been able to access these unique opportunities, providing real work
experience and harnessing positive aspirations.
Complementing their employment, the Foundation’s health team have worked with each
young person to develop personalised wellbeing plans to support them to lead healthier,
more resilient lives. This has included guided instruction within the Foundation’s gym facility,
cooking on a budget classis promoting life skills, and group based mental resilience sessions.

7
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Also this month…
Tackling Isolation Over Coffee
With the third national lockdown coming to an end, the Foundation held its final ‘Coffee
Corner’ session. Having originally launched at the start of the pandemic to provide virtual
connection opportunities for local people facing challenges with their wellbeing, ‘Coffee
Corner’ has offered an opportunity for people shielding to quiz their favourite Hull FC players,
hear their stories, and develop friendships with others facing similar challenges with loneliness
and isolation.
Across twenty-five ‘Coffee Corner’ sessions, 117 people engaged with evaluation data
suggesting that 85% believed the project had a positive impact on their mental wellbeing with
78% stating the sessions helped them keep connected with others during lockdown.
‘Coffee Corner has acted as a catalyst for new projects focused on reducing loneliness and
isolation in vulnerable groups. This includes the ‘Our Best Years’ project which will launch in
late 2021 offering inclusive social and physical activity opportunities for older people.

Case Study: Sally Manders – Coffee Corner
‘With me being on the clinically vulnerable list due to respiratory failure and other health
problems, lockdown has been very hard. For nineteen months I have been shielding, meaning
my house has been a no one in no one out venue, including my family! Throughout the
pandemic I didn’t see my mum, my son or my grandchildren which took its toll mentally. It was
a very scary and lonely place.
‘Coffee Corner’ became my contact with the outside world, giving me a substitute for human
contact and something to look forward to on a weekly basis, almost as a bit of a lifeline to the
outside world. It was a great way of keeping in touch with the club and filled that empty space
that was left when we couldn’t go to matches to keep our interest going. I’m now excited to
progress into other activities offered by the Foundation’.

Watch
WatchtheVideo
thevideo
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July 2021
Providing Employment Chances for All
July saw the twenty-fifth participant join the Foundation’s ‘Play On’ project, an innovative work
readiness programme providing tailored support to adults with a learning disability across five key
areas:
1. Accredited Education: Working with Humber Learning Consortium to provide a positive environment
to empower learners to complete functional skills and employability qualifications. The Foundation
team has developed innovative sport themed learning materials that link the employability journey to
that of being in a rugby league team focusing on areas such as teamwork, leadership, and
communication.
2. Social Action: Through volunteering at a local charity or fundraising for a worthwhile cause, learners
are supported to participate in social action which is purposeful, enhancing a range of skills including
project and time management, collaboration, professionalism, and respect.
3. Business Engagement: This includes practical support around the whole job search process including
sourcing roles, developing CVs, understanding job descriptions, and conducting mock interviews.
4. Traineeship: On completion of their Employability Skills Passport, all ‘Play On’ learners take on a
traineeship position within either a Hull FC department or at a local business. These full-time positions
play a crucial role in harnessing employability behaviours and preparing for the world of work.
5. ‘Extra Time’ Physical Activity Club: ‘Extra Time’ sessions provide tailored physical activity
opportunities for the learners to engage in, including accessing the on-site gym and taking part in group
sports activity. Physical activity delivers a range of positive outcomes from a core health perspective,
including improved mental wellbeing (particularly self-esteem and confidence).

Watch theVideo
Watch
thevideo
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Also this month…
Hull and Proud
The Hull FC Learning Disability Rugby League (LDRL) team took part in their first competitive fixture
against local rivals Hull Kingston Rovers. Having waited eighteen-months for the chance to pull on
the famous black and white jersey, the players got their chance to put their training into action in a
closely contested match.
The Foundation’s LDRL programme is a central part of its commitment towards offering inclusive
playing opportunities for all. It is an adaption of the sport developed to allow those with learning
disabilities to enjoy the game of Rugby League. With an emphasis on inclusion and enjoyment, it was
conceived to provide a team-sport experience to those who would previously would not have had
such an opportunity. Played on a quarter-pitch with seven-a-side teams, the games are non-contact
and play a key part in developing the participants skills and confidence while providing new
challenges and opportunities with friends.

Case Study – This Ability – Sarah Foster
When I was growing up, I always wanted to be part of Hull FC. When I had the chance to join their
‘Play On’ programme it was just brilliant. On my first day I was nervous, but all the staff, especially
Ryan and Rich made me feel welcome and I have come out of my shell ever since. I’ve really enjoyed
learning about healthy eating with making smoothies being my favourite part.
Coming to Hull FC every day has changed my life. I’ve made new friends, learned about getting a job,
and now actually have one in the Foundation team. In my role as an Assistant School Sports coach, I
work with all the coaches on planning and delivering activity. This includes doing session plans and
helping in the sessions.
If I was to sum up my time with Hull FC Community Foundation, it would be that it has brought me
positive things in my life.
10
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August 2021
Providing Healthy Activity for Children
Having delivered a range of responsive projects throughout the pandemic focusing
on supporting children and young people, the Foundation had first-hand knowledge
of how the pandemic had exacerbated health, social and education inequalities –
particularly in the most deprived areas.
Knowing that holiday periods place challenges on families, the Foundation worked
with Hull City Council to offer 800 hours of free, accessible activity for those aged 5
to 17. The offer was made possible through the Holiday Activity & Food Programme
which has provided healthy food and enriching activities to a small proportion of
disadvantaged children since 2018, with the project expanded across the whole of
England in 2021 to encourage children’s return to active lifestyles as the country
recovers from the Covid-19 pandemic.
Given our reach into the local community, Hull City Council appointed the
Foundation as a strategic partner for the summer project, working with other
prominent local providers to offer an accessible, full city offer. The Foundation’s
provision included rugby league for both boys and girls delivered from Hull FC sites
and local community clubs as well as multi-sport and dance provision from
community venues across North and West Hull. As well as physical activity provision,
every participant was able to access a free, healthy lunch from Hull Catering,
Overall, 1628 children took part in the Foundation’s holiday offer. Feedback
ascertained through impact questionnaires indicated that 95% had developed
knowledge around healthy lifestyles, 83% had developed new friendships, whilst 92%
stated the camps had made them feel happy.

Watch
Watch thevideo
theVideo
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Also this month…
Inspiring Aspirations in Young People
Despite the challenges of two national lockdowns, the Hull FC Sports College successfully
supported sixty-five learners to complete their relevant study courses throughout the
2020/21 academic year. The focus of the Sports College is to engage, educate, and inspire
young people to achieve their best self, using the power of rugby to achieve better
educational outcomes for those who do not traditionally learn best in formal further
education institutions.
Based from the Foundation’s ‘Youth and Performance’ facility which includes a
performance gym and IT suite, young people are supported on their journey to attain
either a level two or three qualification, with the programme taught by academic
instructors supported by local businesses.
Of note was how the programme adapted to the broader needs of its learners throughout
lockdown periods, with the young people supported with access to digital devices, weekly
mental resilience sessions, and one to one mentoring support.

Case Study – Reece Hudson – Hull FC Sports College
Sixty-five learners received their exam results in August, with 97% achieving their target
grade or above in courses including including NCFE Level 2 & 3 courses in Sport & Physical
Activity and Level 4 & 5 Sport & Exercise Science courses.
One student who excelled was Reece Hudson, who after two years at the College is now
progressing into higher education where he will study Sport & Exercise Science with
Coaching at the University of Hull.
“Over the summer, I’ll be getting as much work experience as I can to try and develop my
knowledge further before I begin the next stage of my studies. I loved my two years at
the FC Sports College. I met new people, had fun, and was able to get my work done at
the same time. The staff were excellent in helping me find my path and supporting me to
fulfil my dreams’’.

12
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September 2021
Set Restart Launches in Orchard Park
Having supported almost three-hundred North Hull residents through the delivery of the ‘Tackle
It’ programme between April and November 2020, the Foundation was delighted to announce in
September a long-term commitment for the delivery of holistic wellbeing activities in Orchard
Park thanks to a grant of £210,000 from the National Lottery Community Fund.
Prioritising support to young adults aged 14 – 29 living on the Estate, ‘Set Restart’ is an initial
three-year intervention entailing ‘sport inspired’ activities designed to support members of the
community to achieve outcomes associated with better physical health, mental wellbeing, and
education and employability.
The project received significant backing from key partners including Dame Diana Johnson MP and
NHS Hull Clinical Commissioning Group throughout its design and development phases and adds
value to number of other funding announcements made in September related to helping people
living in the most deprived areas of the city rebuild their lives following Covid-19.
With community coaches and volunteers working daily on the estate to support vulnerable
people at risk of loneliness and isolation throughout the pandemic, ‘Set Restart’ will now prioritise
support to three groups where existing health and social inequalities have been exacerbated.
Young people aged 14-17, unemployed adults aged 18-29, and young families will have access to
bespoke personal development, sport, and physical activity sessions delivered from accessible
venues on the estate and from FC’s community facilities at the MKM Stadium. The project
fundamentally aims to equip residents with the skills, knowledge, and confidence to lead
healthier, resilient lives.

13
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Also this month…
Achieving Healthier, More Active Lifestyles
The start of the academic year saw twenty new primary schools commence their ‘Compete 4 Change’
journeys with Hull FC Community Foundation. This unique healthy lifestyle project engages children,
their teachers, and their families in fused healthy lifestyle education and physical activity provision
seeking to change attitudes towards wellbeing, promoting the adoption of sustainable changes that
improve physical health and emotional resilience.
Despite the challenges in the previous year, over 1,000 children took part in pilot activity achieving
positive outcomes associated with increased physical activity, improved school engagement, and new
friendships. Now, with a focus on empowering 1,500 children to take on the ‘Compete 4 Change’
Challenge this new academic year, the Foundation will provide twelve weeks of in-school physical
activity, innovative home learning challenges that gets the whole family active and eating more
healthily and promote access to out of school activities that are free and help sustain the positive
changes made.

Case Study – Thorpepark Academy
Being a partner school provides our whole school community with a wide range of health, education,
and social benefits. Children have access to opportunities that they would not get elsewhere,
opportunities which instil positive aspirations for the future. The player visits, matchday and training
ground experiences, and assemblies have meant that the children are accessing the viewpoint of
people for whom they have a lot of respect which promotes learning outcomes.
Since Hull is a sporting city, it is necessary for the children to learn the skills for a game which is such a
big part of the community they are growing up in. Many will have parents who are fans, and it helps to
develop relationships with them, and foster a passion that can be continued through their lives. The
coaching we have received as a school has been amazing. The staff are passionate and have an
excellent manner with the children. Children have been more engaged in PE lessons and have wanted
to join rugby teams and watch matches outside of school.
14
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October 2021
Energise Club launches in West Hull
The delivery of projects like ‘Compete 4 Change’ and the Holiday Activity Fund provision in the
Summer of 2021 provided the Foundation with an opportunity to listen to the needs of local
children and young people, how Covid-19 has affected them, and what activity they now want to
take part in outside of the school environment
Recognising that for some, the gap between school physical education and community sport clubs
is daunting, the Foundation launched their ‘Energise’ programme, a new after school sport and
physical activity offer focused on improving health and fitness for children.
Designed for children aged between 4 and 11 and based at the Hull FC Youth and Performance
Centre, ‘Energise’ sessions include fun games and learning activities designed to improve
children’s health in a fun, interactive and engaging way.
Sessions are split into two forty-five-minute periods comprising physical activity and classroom
based healthy lifestyle education. The fitness activities include playing a variety of sports games
e.g. rugby, football, tennis, rounders, as well as gym style activities that encourage team building
and leadership skills.
The classroom-based learning involves teaching about a certain topic including food groups as
well as fun activities such as arts and crafts, cooking, card games and using food props. The key
objective of ‘Energise’ is to promote fun and enjoyment whilst helping to boost fitness,
knowledge of health, and confidence, as well as opportunities to meet members of the Hull FC
first-team squad and receive free tickets to Super League matches in 2022.

Watch
WatchtheVideo
the Video
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Also this month…
Supporting Pathways for Hull Veterans
Having successfully secured funding from the Veterans’ Foundation, Hull FC Community
Foundation was pleased to appoint local veteran Steve Sampher into a newly created ‘Pathways
Officer’ position.
Steve’s role encompasses a whole host of different areas including developing and maintaining
partnerships with traditional armed forces and veterans’ agencies, representing the Foundation
within the Hull Military Covenant Forum, and exploring communication strategies to reach new
armed forces and veterans who are facing challenges with loneliness and isolation.
The Foundation delivers three projects supporting the local armed forces and veteran community,
including ‘FC Veterans’, which is in its third year of delivery with the support of Veterans’
Foundation providing opportunities for veterans to complete coaching qualifications. Armed
Forces Covenant Fund supported projects’ ‘Part of the Team’ and ‘Game Plan’ provide a weekly
programme of social and wellbeing activities for veterans and family members of all ages, focused
on reintegration and reducing loneliness.

Watch
WatchtheVideo
thevideo

Brian Edge, Age 83
“My whole world changed when I lost my wife, so I started attending the veteran’s coffee
mornings every Wednesday this has really helped me with my mental health, it fills a gap in my
life. Without the veteran’s coffee mornings I’d be sat about at home doing nothing. Its good to
speak to other veterans and hear their stories, I’ve made new friends at the coffee morning its
one of the highlights of my week”.

16
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November 2021
‘Uniting’ Women through Wellbeing Fitness
Hull FC Community Foundation announced the launch of ‘Unite’, a new initiative focused on
empowering women living in Hull to come together and participate in activities that support their
physical and mental wellbeing.
Maisie Malton, Head of Health and Wellbeing at the Foundation said: “Since starting in this role, I
have enjoyed the opportunity to meet local women and hear about their experiences in accessing
wellbeing activity.

Need a picture for Unite

“There is some fantastic work taking place in Hull, especially in tackling inactivity, and I am
confident that ‘Unite Fitness’ will offer something new that is attractive to women, uniting them
in their journey into physical activity, and mental wellness.
Initially delivered on Wednesday lunchtimes from the Hull FC Youth Performance Centre, the
programme offers twelve sessions across twelve weeks, empowering women by boosting their
self-esteem, educating them on how to improve their mental and physical wellbeing, and uniting
them together to normalise the issues and struggles they may be facing. Childcare is provided
alongside the sessions to allow mothers to attend.
Each session is different, with a range of fitness activities from Pilates to Walking, Yoga &
Relaxation, Gym Workouts e.g., circuit training, Clubbercise, Sports e.g., Tennis & Rounders.
To add value, the Foundation is working with organisations including Hull City Council Healthy
Lifestyles Team, Hull and East Yorkshire Mind, Space 2 Be, Life & Fork Nutrition, and Motivation 2
Move to make sure each session is unique and covers as many areas of the health and wellbeing
pathway as we can!

Watch theVideo
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Also this month…
50 Days, 50,000 People
Having originally launched in September, #TheHealthy100 campaign passed a significant
milestone in November as analytics indicated its messages had engaged with over 50,000 people
as it approached its halfway milestone.
The social media campaign entails 100 consecutive days of physical activity tips, mental wellbeing
support and motivational advice to help people lead healthier lifestyles. In the first half of the
campaign, #TheHealthy100 collaborated with the NHS, Hull & East Yorkshire Mind and Age UK to
distribute positive messages that empowered people to get active from home and make simple
changes to their lifestyle to enhance their wellbeing.
Many areas under the health and wellbeing bracket have already been covered by
#TheHealthy100, including coping with stress, anxiety, depression, and dieting signposting people
to specialist support partners. The campaign raised awareness of conditions such as obsessivecompulsive disorder and breast cancer, as well as encouraging support of Black History Month
throughout October.

Case Study – Unite – Hannah Williams, 29
‘I saw Unite being advertised on Facebook and with me currently being in recovery, I thought it
would be a good thing to try and improve my mental and physical wellbeing. Being involved in
Unite has motivated me to try different forms of exercise and use my anxious energy for
something more positive and productive. Not only have I been taking part in the fitness activities
at the sessions, but I have also felt more motivated to go on bike rides and practice yoga outside
of the sessions’.
‘Unite has given me a more positive mindset and increased my knowledge of health and
wellbeing, which I have been applying to my own life. Clubbercise was my favourite form of
exercise as it is not something I would usually be confident in, but because it was in the dark and
such a fun way of exercising, I was able to fully get into it without feeling judged’.
18
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December 2021
Empowering young people to make better choices
December saw the conclusion of the Foundation’s first delivery year of the ‘Inspiring
Futures’ project, a collaboration with the Rugby Football League and Youth Endowment
fund which uses rugby league as a catalyst to engage vulnerable young people aged 11 to
14 in crime prevention work in the classroom, local community, and with their families.
Over the year, 105 young people from Sirius Academy North, Sirius Academy West, and
Andrew Marvel took part in a purpose developed curriculum of ‘sport inspired’ activities
shaped with the support of Manchester Metropolitan University which equips them with
the skills, confidence, and knowledge to make better choices and lead safer, more
mentally resilient lives.
Foundation coaches delivered a prevention focused assembly programme to young
people in years 7, 8, and 9 within the participating schools, comprising four, skills-based
sessions which promoted self-esteem, communication, teamwork, and wellbeing. This
was followed by delivering a community-based twelve-week mentoring programme to
identified young people who were demonstrating behavioural issues, entailing two afterschool forty-five-minute sessions per week with content focused directly on reducing risk
taking behaviours.
Within the community sessions, coaches have worked with Humberside Police to offer
two hours of community-based sports interventions, three evenings per week, targeting
anti-social behaviour hotspots utilising community assets such as multi-use game areas.
Whilst rugby is used as the engagement vehicle, holistic activity that supports
participants wellbeing is offered, including young leaders’ qualifications which equip
participants with the skills to volunteer within other projects, acting as role models to
younger children.

19
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Also this month…
Creating Female Participation Opportunities
A real priority throughout 2021 has been on formalising a pathway for young girls to be able to
represent Hull FC in national competitions. Following the easing of lockdown restrictions in June
2021, the Foundation launched new teams at under 12’s, under 14’s and under 16’s age groups to
complement the existing Hull FC women’s team that participates in the Rugby League Championship
competition. In December 2021, we were proud to welcome our 150th player into the programme!
The Foundation’s belief is that rugby league should be accessible to all. In running our women and
girls pathway we have sought to readdress Active Lives data which shows a steep drop in physical
activity participation in girls as they become teenagers. Our young person steering group has been
key in shaping our female provision, ensuring sessions are accessible, fun, and incorporate broader
social opportunities that empower lifelong friendships alongside playing opportunities.

Case Study – Mackenzie L, 14, Set Restart
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Mackenzie, aged 14, has been a shining light within the Foundation’s ‘Set Restart’ programme
n
delivery taking place on Orchard Park. Originally referred into activities by his teachers at Sirius
Academy North after having challenges with his attendance and overall wellbeing, Mackenzie has
taken part in one to one and small group based mentoring sessions led by Foundation staff.
Speaking having received his Sports Leaders UK qualification, Mackenzie said, ‘I’ve really enjoyed
the opportunity to be involved with Hull FC. I love rugby league so to be able to do this on the estate
has been good and I’ve enjoyed working with the coaches, especially Ed and Joe. I’ve just got my
sports leaders certificate and I want to help within other sessions
on the estate,
putting what I have
Sensory
experience
learned to good use. This programme has given me the confidence
need to follow further
at OldI Trafford
education opportunities in sport’. participant
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January 2022
Joe’s Time to Shine
The Foundation was successful in obtaining funding support from The Rank
Foundation to employ a young person through their ‘Time to Shine’
programme. Having excelled on his ‘Kickstart’ placement, Joe Scott-McCahill
was chosen to become the Foundation’s young leader, and will now take part
in residentials, action learning sets, and leadership workshops throughout
2022. This unique personal development programme will complement Joe’s
work as a Youth Social Action Leader on Orchard Park, where he will aim to
get more local teenagers and young adults involved in social action activities.
Ed Grady, Head of Community Learning at the Foundation will be mentoring
Joe during his role with the Foundation. He said, ‘This is an amazing
opportunity for Joe to build his confidence, enhance his skills and face
challenges with the support of both the Hull FC Community Foundation and
the Rank Foundation’.
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‘Joe will help to support myself on the Set Restart project based in Orchard
Park, where he has begun to deliver sessions for 14–17-year-olds in the area,
ranging from boxing to touch rugby’.
On securing the role, Joe said, ‘I feel incredibly privileged to be given the
opportunity to develop my skills with the Hull FC Community Foundation’.
‘I was fortunate enough to be able to join the Foundation through the
Kickstart programme and I feel I have already come a long way in terms of my
own personal development. So, to be able to spend another twelve months
with the club will be hugely beneficial to me’.

Watch thevideo
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Also this month…
Creating Employment
Pathways for All

Case Study - Unite
Jo Thomas

January 2022 saw the launch of a new
partnership with Forward Trust to support
male ex-offenders accessing specialist drug
and alcohol addiction services at The Bridges
to complete a bespoke wellbeing and
employability programme. Delivered as part
of the Foundation’s Community Local Led
Development Project ‘Create’, instructors
and tutors will base themselves from The
Bridges facility once a week to support men
to develop new employability behaviours
through working towards a NCFE Level 1
Award in Employability as well as having
opportunity to participate in sport and
physical activity.

Jo Thomas, 51 shares her experiences of
getting active through ‘Unite’: ‘I was a little
unsure at first, as I had not been exercising
regularly and I had also experienced some
personal issues that was affecting my
emotional well-being and self-esteem.
However, from minute one of joining the
group I was made to feel welcome by Maisie
and the other group members’.

The partnership was launched following a
successful pilot in 2021 which saw seven
residents from the facility achieve an
employability qualification and progress into
further learning or employment. The
Foundation is now working with staff to
develop new provision that further enhances
wellbeing, including offering long term
pathways into the ‘Game Plan’ project which
supports those vulnerably housed through
bespoke activities.

Maisie has provided a different exercise
experience each week, so it never gets too
repetitive! She has invited a variety of other
groups/speakers to attend over the coming
months which will give us all lots more
opportunities to learn about nutrition,
mental wellbeing and participate in new
experiences like yoga, boxercise and
clubersize’.
I have found attending the group has
improved my fitness, my confidence, and my
emotional well-being. It’s a few hours a
week just for me to have fun with the group
and learn new things’.
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February 2022
Supporting Hull’s Homeless Community
The Foundation partnered with Nationwide Building Society to launch the ‘Secure
Futures’ project, a new ‘sport inspired’ approach towards supporting young homeless
adults in the city.
A grant of £40,200 will now empower the Foundation’s wellbeing team to provide
bespoke support to young people experiencing homelessness in Hull, with an objective
of supporting them into safe, secure homes. ‘Secure Futures’ will support thirty young
people aged 18-24 who are homeless and rely on ‘sofa surfing’ or staying in insecure
places that put them at risk across a two-year period. These are young people who have
often been forced to leave their home or other accommodation due to violence, abuse,
family breakdown or other problems, such as mental health or unemployment.
Through a weekly timetable of sessions inspired by the Five Ways to Wellbeing, young
people will participate in the following activities using facilities at both the MKM Stadium
and the Bonus Youth Performance Centre:
Connect: Group-based interventions which tackle challenges posed by social isolation.
Learn: Opportunities to complete employability qualifications with the support of local
employers, completing tasks which promote financial independence, confidence, and
progression.
Mental Resilience: Group based sessions delivered in partnership with Hull and East
Yorkshire Mind which equip young people with the skills, confidence, and knowledge to
manage their mental health.
Physically Active: Participation opportunities in team sports and gym-based physical
activity in recognition of the importance of healthy lifestyles.
Giving Back: Facilitated volunteer activity through social action projects that develop
work-based skills, boosting confidence and self-esteem.
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Also this month…
An Active Learning Ethos
The Foundation submitted plans to
Department for Culture, Media, and Sport to
turn an underused room within its Youth
Performance Centre into an Active Learning
space for children and young people. A grant
of £15,000 was subsequently received to
enable:
(1) Young people to have access to new high
quality community learning facilities, with
activities led by qualified youth and
education coaches to support improved
education attainment, skill acquisition, and
development of employability skills.
(2) The Active Learning Suite to act as a ‘Hub’
for the delivery of community wellbeing
services to young people and adults,
including a new programme with HEY Mind
to support improved mental resilience and a
new home for Andy’s Man Club in the west
of the city.
(3) New provision for children and young
people living with disabilities and their
families, including installation of a sensory
room experience which supports health and
personal development outcomes.

Case Study – Energise Club
Thomas B, aged 9
Thomas B, aged 9, has been coming to
Energise Club religiously since sessions
launched back in October 2021. It has been
amazing to see his personality grow each
week, becoming more confident and getting
himself stuck into every activity that we do.
Due to his relationships building with the
other kids that come to Energise Club, his
teamworking and leadership skills have
really improved over the past few months.
Thomas used his own money to invest in a
blender, to use the smoothie recipes he has
learnt to make himself and his mum and
grandma smoothies at home!
When asked about his favourite part about
Energise Club, Thomas said ‘Everything,
that’s why I come every week! It has been
nice to make
friends outside of school
unique new
participants
(including trialists)
and I have
liked being able to learn how to
cook different things, especially the pizzas,
and take part in the sport sessions!’.

133

11
qualifications
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March 2022
Supporting People to Age Healthy
March saw the launch of ‘Our Best Years’, a new inclusive project for older
fans to meet new people and participate in a range of activities which
promote a healthy lifestyle delivered in partnership with Age UK Hull and
Pickering & Ferens Homes. ‘Our Best Years’ welcomes every older fan,
regardless of ability, to join what will be primarily conversation-led
sessions, incorporating a mixture of light, appropriate exercises, such as
chair exercises and tai chi.
Maisie Malton, Head of Health and Wellbeing at the Foundation said,
‘With the Covid-19 pandemic, we recognise that rates of loneliness and
isolation have increased significantly amongst older people in our
community’.
“Having worked together with other Older Person support organisations
to reach a high number throughout the pandemic, we have been able to
learn what challenges older people are facing and what activities they
would like to access. In presenting ‘Our Best Years’, we have shaped a
project that offers inclusive physical activity and social development
opportunities such as arts and crafts, music, poetry reading, bingo, quizzes
and reminiscence with ex-players’.
Claire Champlin, Health and wellbeing Co-ordinator at Pickering and
Ferens Homes said. ‘This is a great opportunity for our older people to
have the links within their local community to be a part of the history of
our two great rugby clubs Hull FC and Hull KR. The sessions will open up
conversation about the good old days, increase better physical and mental
wellbeing and reduce loneliness and isolation in the ageing population’.

Watch theVideo
theVideo
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Also this month…
Case Study – Women’s Rugby
League - Alisha Roper
To mark 2022 International Women’s Day,
sixteen-year-old Alisha Roper spoke to
www.hullfc.com to share her experience of
representing Hull FC’s Centre of Excellence
and being selected to take part in the national
England talent development programme.

Uniting for Better Wellbeing
Following the successful launch of the ‘Unite’
project in West Hull in 2021, the Foundation
was pleased to launch a new weekly session
for North Hull residents based from the City
of Hull Wellbeing Centre on Orchard Park
Road. ‘Unite’ has a clear ethos of women of
all ages to come to empower together and
participate in activities that support their
physical and mental wellbeing. Having
identified a gap in provision for women living
on the estate, this new session will focus on
improving life outcomes for all through
tackling
social
and
environmental
determinants that are worsening inequality.
The project will complement existing work
being carried out through the Foundation’s
‘Set Restart’ project, with a particular focus
on providing a safe space for women to be
active, form new friendships, and develop a
greater knowledge of what support is
available for their health in their community.

Alisha said, ‘The England programme lasts two
years and provides me with all the tools I need
Watch
thevideo
to be the best player that I can be, both on
and off the pitch’.
“We investigate all the skills and techniques
that we could bring to the team. We also talk
about the nutrition and diets on the
programme, which is something that you don’t
think is that important when you’re this
young!

6,780
unique participants

9,784
sessions and
events

“The experience has been great – I have got to
meet new people, communicate with new
coaches, and learn new things. To be told I am
now involved in the England pathway makes
me very proud
of myself for how far I have
Manchester
come’. International Festival

Find outmore
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April 2022
Supporting Men to get Match Fit
Having received funding support from Sport England, the Foundation launched
‘Match Fit’, a new project focused on supporting inactive men aged 35+ to take
part in regular physical activity.
Over the pandemic period, 71% of men who accessed our responsive projects
such as ‘Tackle It’ reported being physically inactive. Given the correlation
behind inactivity and health conditions such as obesity and coronary heart
disease and having seen the success of ‘Unite’ for women, a new solution was
required. We welcomed the opportunity to work with potential beneficiaries of
‘Match Fit’ who took a lead role in designing the project, providing confidence
that our idea is attractive, meets local need, and is wanted. Consultation
suggested maintaining a multi-activity offer was key, as well as access to advice
on lifestyles, nutrition, and mental health.
‘Match Fit’ sessions are led by qualified Hull FC wellbeing instructors who have a
track record of delivering physical activity programmes
to inactive participants.
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Also this month…
Healthy Holiday Activities

Older People – Our Best Years

As a main provider within Hull City Council’s
Holiday Activities and Food programme, the
Foundation embarked on an ambitious
challenge to provide sessions for 800
children and young people across the Easter
holiday period. With a focus on providing
physical activity, enrichment activities,
nutrition education, and healthy meals to
children in receipt of income related free
school meals, the Foundation delivered forty
four-hour activity sessions across the twoweek period in activities ranging from rugby
league and multi-sport to dance and
wheelchair sports.

Whilst ‘Our Best Years’ offers a central hub
of activity for older people, wellbeing
coaches regularly deliver sessions in care
home facilities to support access for those
who are unable to access transport easily.
Participants from the weekly Pickering and
Ferens Homes reminiscence activity spoke of
their enjoyment of ‘Teaming Up for Health’
sessions. Rita, 81 said ‘I like coming because
it is company, everyone is very friendly, and
it gets me out the house’. Stella, 94 said ‘I
enjoy the variety of activities. It gets me
active and speaking to my neighbours’. Pat,
69, said ‘I come to have happy conversations
with my friends. I enjoy general exercise to
keep fit which helps with the mind and stops
me worrying’. Finally, Shelly, 79 described it
as ‘Brilliant’. ‘We get to listen to other
people’s experiences and join in games and
quizzes which helps keep the brain alert’.

With sessions delivered from a range of
accessible venues including community
rugby clubs, the University of Hull, and
schools, participants benefited from access
to Energise Club resources to help further
their understanding of diet and nutrition and
the role it plays in a healthy lifestyle. At the
end of each session, families were provided
with details of other local opportunities for
them to continue their physical activity
journey.

Watch the Video
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May 2022
Supporting Our Veteran Community
In May, the Foundation launched a new programme of tailored support for
those who had served in recent conflict having received a grant of £19,840
from the Armed Forces Covenant Fund, Afghanistan Support Fund.
Developed with Hull City Council, Hull for Heroes, and Hull and East
Yorkshire Mind, the programme will be led by Foundation officers with
lived experience of Afghanistan, with an aim of empowering improved
wellbeing, social connections, and long-term prosperity for veterans.
Activities will include supporting Afghanistan and Iraq veterans to become
peer mentors who will be empowered to deliver the ‘Connect Club’ from
the MKM Stadium on a weeknight. Whilst this two-hour session will involve
activities such as pool, table tennis, and darts, its most powerful ability will
be to allow veterans to connect and build comradeship over a tea or coffee
with their peers.
Having delivered ‘Double Club’ as part of a suite of forces interventions in
2019, the model consisting of forty-minutes of gym-based activity followed
by forty-minutes of group-based resilience conversation will be relaunched. Whilst the fitness component reinforces healthy lifestyles, the
opportunity to have prevention conversations about mental health in a
relaxed, non-clinical environment will equip participants with greater
resilience.
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Finally, a weekly family session will be held at the Foundation’s Youth
Performance Centre which fundamentally focuses on using the power of
sport to support inter-family connections. Children and young people will
take part in sport and physical activity, whilst parents will have use of social
rooms to further their relationships.

Watch the Video
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Also this month…
Instilling ‘Positive Ambitions’ in Young People in Care
The Foundation welcomed £25,950 in funding support from British and Foreign School Society to
launch ‘Positive Ambitions’, a new programme of personal development activity designed to
support young people living in care to achieve greater life outcomes.
Co-created with the support of Hull City Council and the Hull Children’s University, ‘Positive
Ambitions’ will engage sixty looked after young people aged 13-16 across a three-year period in
a community learning intervention that uses sport as a catalyst to support learning. Offering a
two-hour weekly session from the MKM Stadium, participants will attain an accredited level 2
community sports leadership qualification over a thirty-six week period. This qualification
promotes physical and mental wellbeing outcomes underpinned by team work and social action.
Through participation, young people will have improved confidence, self-esteem, and mental
resilience. Further and higher education providers will engage with participants to broaden their
knowledge of education progression opportunities.

Kickstarting Journey to Employment
In March 2021, the Foundation was awarded sixteen places on the ‘Kickstart’ programme, in
partnership with the RFL, as the nation prepared to start heading back to normal after the Covid19 pandemic. The first two ‘Kickstart’ placements began in June 2021 – after that, the Hull FC
Community Foundation facilitated another fourteen placements across the club’s retail, business
administration, media, and foundation departments.
Since the ‘Kickstart’ programme concluded, the Foundation is pleased to report that 74% of its
participants have progressed into full-time employment or further training with all sustaining
involvement in various wellbeing interventions.
Jack Wagner joined the ‘Kickstart’ programme and is one of six who progressed into
employment with the club, now working within the Media & Marketing department. He said,
‘Through Kickstart and Hull FC, I turned my passion into a career and found a new lease of life
alongside a great team to work and grow with’.
30
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Looking Ahead
Looking ahead to the new partnership year, our ambition through ‘Teaming Up
for Health’ is to continue collaborating with partners on the development of
bespoke, personalised programmes that use the power of rugby to equip local
people with the skills, confidence, and knowledge to manage their wellbeing.
Having seen their success, we will scale open access projects like ‘Unite’ and
‘Match Fit’, ensuring we are offering prevention and early intervention activities
in locations and times driven by effective needs assessments. Our participants
will feel empowered to help shape new activities within these projects that
enhance their experience and instil healthy, active lifestyle habits for life. We
will use the recent launch of new holistic wellbeing projects for children and
young people living with a disability and young people living in care as a catalyst
to further develop targeted activities for population groups facing the harshest
of inequalities following Covid-19. This will include programmes to support
carers, families of veterans, and offer place-based provision in areas of high
deprivation in response to the cost-of-living crisis. Tackling inequalities
associated with obesity, loneliness, and mental health remain as pertinent as
ever.
Alongside physical delivery, the new partnership year will include a focus on
implementing new monitoring and evaluation systems, with the Foundation
recently investing in the ‘Upshot’ data management tool, as well as launching a
new volunteering programme to support participants to upskill as leaders. Both
opportunities have been prioritised with an aim of supporting the long-term
sustainability of ‘Teaming Up for Health’ interventions.
Most importantly will be our focus on remaining a trusted partner to our NHS
colleagues as new ways of working are brought in to the city. We remain agile
and ready to adapt our delivery offer accordingly to help achieve better, more
sustainable health and wellbeing outcomes for residents.
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Get Involved
We are grateful to our many participants who engage with Hull FC Community
Foundation.
If you’d like to get involved with the Foundation, please scan the code below.

Get involved

You can also keep up-to-date with our work by following us on;

@hullfcfoundation
Hull FC Community Foundation
@FCComFoundation
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